
 

 

 

 

We present our benchmark results for Aleph Alpha’s Large Language Models: , 

 and  available on the Completion Playground and API client. Luminous 

models follow a decoder-only autoregressive architecture with use of rotary positional embeddings. Our 

models are trained on a curated multilingual corpus containing sources in English, German, French, 

Italian, and Spanish on ~400B to ~588B language tokens for the smallest and largest models, 

respectively. 

www.aleph-alpha.com/research 

  

https://app.aleph-alpha.com/playground/completion
https://docs.aleph-alpha.com/
http://www.aleph-alpha.com/research
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While the Aleph Alpha Playground and API also provide Question-Answering, Embedding, and 

Summarization endpoints along with multimodal capabilities, here we focus on evaluating the Large 

Language Model’s text-based completions. For that, EleutherAI’s Evaluation Harness ( ) package 

is used. 

Completion correctness is measured with the soft accuracy metric ( ) when possible; here the log-

likelihood probability is measured for each of the possible multiple-choice completion options, and the 

one with the highest probability is selected to determine the accuracy of the prediction compared to 

the ground-truth option. For generative tasks, an exact match accuracy metric ( ) is computed by 

checking if model completion exactly matches the expected output. The tasks evaluated with the  

metric are the following: , , . 

Note that when comparing to other models, we only do so for results produced with this common 

benchmarking setup, as evaluation results can deviate from published ones for some tasks due to 

prompt formulation, checkpoint formats, data splits used, etc. 

 

https://github.com/EleutherAI/lm-evaluation-harness
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Firstly, we show results for our current best model (  with 70B parameters) on a set of 

core 16 tasks and compared to BigScience  (176B) and Meta AI  (175B) benchmark results 

produced with  (see link here). OpenAI  (175B) is evaluated by ourselves using the same 

setup as for our Aleph Alpha  models. We note competitive accuracy results when averaged 

across all 16 tasks, especially given our smaller architecture in comparison to the other models. 

 
The benchmarked tasks cover five groups: 

 Classification ( ), 

 Closed-Book Question Answering ( , ), 

 Common-sense Reasoning ( , , , , , , 

, ), 

 Natural Language Inference ( ), 

 Reading Comprehension ( , , , ). 

Example prompts for the evaluated tasks, and detailed information on performance are provided in the 

supplementary material section in chapter 6. 

https://bigscience.huggingface.co/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.01068
https://github.com/bigscience-workshop/bigscience/tree/master/evaluation/results/tr11
https://openai.com/api/
https://app.aleph-alpha.com/
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We also release additional benchmark results with 28 additional tasks, extending the evaluation set to a 

total of 44 tasks. We add to our comparison our two alternative smaller models,  and 

 with 13B and 30B parameters, respectively.  

The additional tasks are: 

 Classification ( , ), 

 Natural Language Inference ( , , , , , , , ), 

 Reading Comprehension ( , ). 

We can see from the graph below that performance improvements are seen for all task types evaluated 

in the results, as model size increases. This trend is in line with empirical scaling law observations as seen 

in prior work. We expect further improvements with our scaled-up  model (coming 

soon). 
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The table below provides the benchmarking results with few-shot prompting for the 16 core tasks listed 

above. Zero to five examples (separated by two new lines in ) are concatenated in the prompt as 

input for the completion. 

 
Few-shot prompting helps to boost performance in completion tasks for our Luminous models (6% on 

 between 0-shot and 5-shots). Depending on the end-user needs, this also allows for 

faster and cheaper inference using smaller models without compromising on accuracy: for example, 

providing 5-shot examples on  can enable performance that is almost as good as 0-

shot  on average. 

While the table compares likelihood-based accuracies, we observed an even larger impact on exact-

match completion tasks, where the few-shot examples help boost the performance by providing the 

model with examples of what type of answers are expected. 

In addition, we did an ablation study where  was evaluated with 1-shot examples 

again but with “\n###\n” as a separator (which is usually used in our examples in the Playground) rather 

than the  standard new lines “\n\n”. Using both few-shot separators gives very close average 

accuracy scores (55.3% with “\n###\n” and 55.7% with “\n\n”) and scores for individual tasks are within 

5% of each other.
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